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It is A Great Disgrace to Accept the Bloody-Minded Foreign 

Minister of the Terrorist State of America! 

News: 

US Secretary of State Antony Blinken arrived in Ankara for a meeting with Foreign 

Minister Hakan Fidan. According to the information obtained from diplomatic sources, 

during the meeting between Fidan and Blinken at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 

regional issues, especially Gaza, and bilateral relations were discussed. 

 
Comment: 

During the meeting between the two, Fidan reportedly asked his American 

counterpart to "put an end to the Jewish entity's targeting of civilians and 

displacement of people in Gaza" and called for a ceasefire. Foreign Minister Fidan 

pointed out to Blinken that the bombing of civilian targets and the destruction of 

infrastructure in Gaza were unacceptable. In addition, a diplomatic source, who gave 

information about the meeting, said: "Turkey and the US agree on the need to prevent 

civilian casualties in Gaza, the need to deliver humanitarian aid and a two-state 

solution. In today's meeting, the need to work together for a two-state solution was 

also emphasized." 

No joint statement was made after the meeting, but Secretary of State Blinken 

answered journalists' questions about the meeting at the airport. Blinken said that he 

had a very good and productive meeting with Hakan Fidan and that they discussed 

many issues concerning the two countries, including the Gaza crisis and NATO 

enlargement. Subsequently, Blinken stated that they understand the deep concern 

about civilian casualties in Gaza, that they also share this concern, that they are 

working on this issue every day, that they are in constant contact with the Jewish 

entity to prevent civilian deaths, that positive meetings are held during the Middle East 

tour and that every actor could make a positive contribution. 

Hakan Fidan has been conducting diplomatic negotiations in the region since the 

first days of the attacks of the Jewish entity for American interests. Despite all of 

Fidan's diplomatic initiatives, none of the governments of Muslim countries, including 

Turkey, have taken any serious sanctions or painful actions against the usurper 

occupying Jewish entity. Only calls for sobriety have been made. In addition, the 

government expresses the US "Two-State Solution" plan within the framework of the 

1967 borders, 85 per cent of which are occupied, and wants to implement a 

guarantee project within this framework. 

In the Muslim lands, the viewpoints of the Muslims and the rulers on Palestine are 

in great contrast. While Muslims express that the solution is military with the slogans 

"armies to al-Aqsa" with the Ummah consciousness, the rulers keep the US "Two-

State Solution" plan on the agenda, condemn it and organize rallies. 
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However, it is a great betrayal and a great disgrace that the Secretary of State of 

the terrorist state of the USA, which militarily supports the occupying Jewish entity 

and comes to negotiate over the blood of Muslims in Gaza, Blinken was hosted in 

Ankara, who said "I am here today not only as the US Secretary of State but also as a 

Jew" during his visit to the Jewish entity in the past weeks and expressed his support 

for the Jewish entity every time. At the same time, it is a dirty shame on the 

government officials. 

On the other hand, President Erdoğan's statement, "It is our duty to liberate our 

Palestinian brothers and sisters from the oppression of "Israel" and to stop the 

massacre in Gaza. It is our humanitarian duty to put our hands on the killers" is no 

different from a promise written on water. This discourse of Erdoğan is far from 

sincerity. When the secretary of state of the terrorist state visited Ankara, what 

prevented Erdoğan from putting his hands on this bloodshedder?  Erdoğan has now 

set up a so-called peace table with those who have supported the massacre, 

atrocities and genocide in Gaza for weeks and has been a partner in this betrayal and 

continues to be. 

On the one hand, President Erdoğan says that he stands by the Palestinian 

Muslims, on the other hand, under the steps of normalization, Türkiye exported $1.8 

billion worth of steel to the Jewish entity in 2022, the highest export of all time, to the 

despicable occupying usurper Jewish entity, which today brutally and barbarically 

slaughters Palestinian Muslims in a systematic manner. Muslims are being 

slaughtered with this steel exported by Türkiye. This is a great offence in the sight of 

Allah (swt). 

Therefore, the only solution that will put an end to the atrocities of the usurper 

occupying Jewish entity, remove this illegitimate entity from the Blessed Llands of 

Palestine as they remove the carrot from the soil, and liberate these blessed lands, is 

to bring out the glorious commanders like Salahuddin Ayyubi, who cleared the lands 

of Aqsa from the crusading kuffar, and the heedful caliphs like Abdulhamid II, who did 

not give an inch of land from Palestine.  
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